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Our School Context
St. Patrick’s N.S. is a co-educational, Catholic, primary school situated in the
village of Slane in County Meath. We are a vertical school with an
administrative principal, ten
mainstream
classroom
teachers, 3 special education
teachers, 1 special needs
assistant, a full time secretary
and a caretaker. We have a
total of 278 pupils in our
school.

Our Goal
For pupils to be collaborative, active learners working within a context
relevant to their own lives.

Research Question
Can the children use the strategy of the empty number line effectively to
accurately calculate change from €1?

Planning Process
Day One
On our first day, we spent a considerable
amount of time discussing our long
term goal. We thought about what we
wanted for our pupils as learners in our
context. We brainstormed words and
phrase, from which we eventually
devised a long term goal that we would
refer back to consistently throughout
the lesson study cycle. Following this,
we considered the research lesson itself. In our group as SEN, 1st, 2nd, 3rd class
teachers, we came to a general consensus that subtraction and money were
difficult concepts to teach and for the children to learn effectively. We started
to research these topics and came across a lot of research about the empty
number line strategy. This was to become a fundamental part of our project. It
became clear that the children would need a sequence of experience before
the research lesson. We decided on the necessary experiences as a group and
the class teacher, Tom agreed to start working on them with his class. We
finished day one with various tasks to carry out including the gathering of
further research and resources specific to the research lesson.
Day Two
The second day of our planning was very focussed on planning the lesson and

observation schedule. We felt it
necessary to plan these in tandem
so we could critically analyse the
teaching and learning at each part
of the lesson. A really useful part of
our planning on day two, was when
Joanne (who had volunteered to
teach the research lesson), taught
the proposed lesson to us as a
group. Here we tried to identify
possible
misconceptions
or
questions that could arise, decided on appropriate responses or interventions
and then amended the lesson plan and observation schedule accordingly.
Once again, we discussed what experiences the children would need in the
week between this planning session and the lesson being taught. We ended
day two by finalising resources and looking forward to the research lesson
itself.

Teachers’ Reflection on the project
Key learning
• The need to go beyond what is presented in a text book, i.e.
completing an algorithm does not necessarily show understanding.
• The importance of talk in Maths.
• The value of children sharing their strategies, teacher as facilitator.
• The learning trajectory of the development of children’s understanding
across the Maths curriculum.
Implications of Lesson Study for whole school teaching of mathematics
• Mental Maths/Number Talk as part of our school plan.
• De-emphasising the importance of the answer with the children.
• Whole school discussion around the teaching of algorithms.
• The importance and the need to develop the skill of expressing and
communicating.
• The usefulness of the empty number line strategy across all class levels.
• Sharing the strategies and language with parents.

Opportunities
• Collaboration with each other across class levels and SEN.
• Reading of research articles.
• Time to plan a lesson in detail and observe it with specific objectives.
• The value of reflection.
Challenges
• Time – once we no longer have substitute cover.
• An over loaded curriculum.
• Large class sizes.
Opportunities
• Use of Croke Park hours to facilitate lesson study.
• Part of a summer course within a staff’s own school context. Teaching
of the lesson and reflection could be done in new academic year.

